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SUMMARY 
 
I am versed in varied aspects of running as well as planning and launching a 
business.  With my skill sets and strength in effectively networking both 
professionally as well in the community, I hope to match myself with a business 
that desires my abilities within its community.  
 
EXPERIENCE 
 
Nomadic Trading Company: Sales,  Warehouse Manager  
Durham,  NC 2012 - 2019 
 
Originally starting as a general labor hand my duties were simply to lift 
and carry.  Within a few short months I took on product photography, 
sales floor,  online sales, quickbooks,  emails,  and ultimately becoming 
the warehouse manager.  I worked with everything from Adobe 
Photoshop, Quickbooks,  Magenta, Instagram,  forklifts,  work trucks, 53ft 
containers,  shipping and receiving, and lastly any warehouse and shop 
maintenance.  
 
Nataraja Healing Arts, Manager  
Durham NC— 2010 - 2012 
 
As a founding member/manager of Nataraja Healing Arts ,  my job  was to build 
and execute all the paper working in starting an LLC. Once established my duties 
focused on: 
 
Management  - designing and implementing all business procedures 
Marketing - branding, flyers/coupons/business cards/Facebook -- 
Property management. -responsible for designing and executing a unique look for 
Nataraja Healing Arts. 
 I planned and completed renovations/upfitting  
 
Accomplishments 
  
Nataraja Healing Arts was designed to not only serve those that came to our 
business but also to take our trade out into the Durham community. By aligning 
ourselves with local business we set up accounts offering on-site massage or 
yoga to business’ like: Fullsteam Brewery, Measurement Inc., McKinney, The 
Scrap Exchange. I took these account very personally by seeking out the 
business in person and cultivating a relationship that served both business. By 
the time Nataraja Healing Arts closed it’s doors Durham and surrounding area 
readers voted it “Best of” by Independent Weekly Readers. *I personally declined 
the win to allow the runner up and surviving company to get the accolades.  
 
Front Desk Manager, Funky Monkey Hair Salon 
2007- 2011 Durham NC —  
 
Reception duties including  managing scheduling for all hair stylists. 
 
 Maintaining to the needs of clients both on the phone and in person. Retail 
ranging from management  of presentation and ordering/ data base inventory.  
In charge of laundry for the daily use of co-workers as well as for the public.  
Overall responsible for keeping strict cleanliness and hygiene in according to all 
state and local codes.  
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Accomplishments 
 
I was initially hired on to Funky Monkey Hair Salon when it was under different 
management and name, Redz Hair Studio. In the change over I was asked to 
stay on board and manage the position I was hired on for as front desk manager. 
As acting manager I got to help  relaunch Funky Monkey both on-site and within 
Durham community. 
 
 
 
 
 
Education 
 
Durham Technical College 
GED—  
  
Graduated with honors  
 
Art Institute  
 
Associates Graphic Design 
 
 
REFERENCES 
Available upon request. 

 
 


